








 Each facility is responsible to have 
their own Laser Safety Officer.

 Responsible for evaluating all the 
hazards involved with the laser 
systems.



 Class 1 Laser
◦ Very low power levels, lower than any hazard
◦ More powerful laser contained within an 

enclosure 
◦ Very safe laser

 Class 4
◦ Greatest potential for hazard
◦ Eyes and skin can be easily injured
◦ Injury can occur from direct or diffused light
◦ Control measures must be taken for laser 

operation





 Retinal Hemorrhage
 Retinal Burn
 Corneal Burn



 1st Degree Burns
 2nd Degree Burns
 3rd Degree Burns
 Lacerations



 Gasses 

 Vapors

 (Fumex Fume 
Extraction Systems)



 Electrocution
◦ 5th leading cause of 

work related 
injury/death in U.S.

◦ Leading cause of 
laser deaths

◦ 2nd leading cause of 
laser accidents

◦ (Telesis Lasers are 
110VAC)





 Unanticipated eye exposure to the Laser Beam
 Misaligned optics and upwardly directed beams
 Available laser eye protection not used
 Improper methods of handling high voltage
 Unintentional exposure of unprotected personnel 
 Improper assembly of equipment following service
 Eyewear worn not appropriate for laser in use
 Inhalation of laser-generated air contaminates
 Ignition of fires 



 Eye/Skin injury due to burn from Laser.
 Failure to follow Standard Operating 

Procedures (Not using onboard safeties)  
 Inadequate training of laser personnel
 Failure to block beams or specular reflections



 SOP’s Standard 
Operating 
Procedures

 Lights, Signs
 Controlled 

areas
 Training





 Can be marked with optical density, laser type 
and frequency range for the laser or lasers in 

use in the effective area



 While laser safety is the responsibility of your Laser Safety Officer, 
the following are the Laser Safety Practices at PTR:

1. NEVER look directly into the optics of the laser system.
2. NEVER look directly at the actual laser marking without proper 

safety glasses, or laser safety glass.  (Make sure that others don’t 
do this either.  If you are laser marking, be aware of others in the 
area.)

3. NEVER look at the first reflection of laser marking without proper 
eye protection..  Even reflected light can damage your eye.

4. REMEMBER!  The laser light is invisible infra-red.  The light you see 
as a result of the laser marking is a low intensity visible light, and 
does not indicate the level of dangerous Infra-red light present.



Computer Controller

Marking head (Galvo)





Laser I/O
(Automation I/O & Safety I/0 )



Laser I/O Kit or Cable
(Automation)



Laser Interlock Safety

• Shutter enable
• Pin 1 and 3 jumped
• Shutter light green

• Laser enable
• Pin 1 and 2 jumped
• Laser enable green



Communicating with the Laser System

Telesis laser systems have the ability to receive or send data serially through either an 
RS232 Serial Port, or via Ethernet.  
This allows you to call up patterns, send information you want encoded in the mark, and 
receive status reports.  
Communications parameters are set up via the Host Setup control panel.  This will be 
covered in depth, if required, later in the training.



Laser Focus and Depth of Field

Most problems with poor mark 
quality are the result of improper 
focus. Marking can only take place 
if the energy density is high 
enough.  Even small changes in the 
distance to the part can adversely 
effect the quality of the mark.

Different lenses have different 
depths of field (the area where the 
energy density is high enough to 
mark)

Different materials have different 
energy density requirements.

All laser installations should have 
some adjustment for focus built in.

Effect of Frequency and Spot Size on Energy Density.



Engraving
Removing 

Layer

Carbon 
Migration Bonding





Starting up the Telesis Laser System 

This section will deal with starting up the laser system.  There are a number 
of different controllers, some having buttons and switches, some with only 
buttons.  All start in basically the same manner.

The FIRST thing to do when starting any laser is to make sure that there is 
nothing in the marking area that doesn’t belong, and that the lens cap is off.

ALWAYS assume that the laser may start up and begin marking 
immediately, especially in automated systems.  Make sure that there are no 
unauthorized persons in the area, and that all safety precautions are in place.

Most lasers have a power switch on the back, but some of the embedded 
systems do not.  All systems have a key switch (mandated by OSHA), a start 
control, a shutter control (either buttons or switches), a pointer diode control, 
and an emergency stop control.

NOTE:  Some automated systems delegate the startup procedure to a PLC or 
other control device, in which case the front controls are inactive.
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Order to start up the laser system, treat the PC as a regular PC

To turn on follow steps: 2              4              6             7            3 1
1.Turn on power switch.
2.Turn Key switch to ON (Unlocked).
3.Wait for READY light to stay on without blinking (60 seconds).
4.Press Startup button.
5.Wait for EMISSION light to stay on without blinking (5 seconds).
6.Turn shutter switch clockwise to open shutter (Green light will come on).
7.Turn on pointer (If desired).   Note:  The pointer will work with the shutter open or closed.
To turn off:
1.Turn key switch (2) to off (Locked).
2.Turn power switch (1) to off.
Please note DO NOT USE “LASER OFF” BUTTON (8) for normal shutdown purposes, ONLY FOR E-STOP 



Programming the laser.

All Telesis Laser Systems use Merlin II LS software to create marking patterns, 
and to control the laser marking process.
Merlin is a WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) design program that is similar 
to many common Windows programs, such as Word, Excel, and Power Point.
The ability to draw, modify, reposition, and resize objects makes Merlin very easy to 
use.  The main difference between creating a marking pattern in Merlin, and creating a 
drawing or slide in Windows is the need to set the various laser parameters for each 
object.
Once a pattern is completed, it can be saved to the hard drive of the laser computer 
running Merlin, but can also be saved to either a USB Stick, or other USB based 
storage medium.
It is also possible to create a pattern on one system, and transfer it via USB to another.  
You can also have Merlin installed on a computer that is not part of a system, and 
create patterns at your desk, to be installed on a system later.





Merlin Window Components





Telesis Laser Maintenance

Telesis lasers are generally very low maintenance.  Mostly what 
they need is to be kept clean.  Like all electronic equipment, the 
computer and laser controller create heat during operation, aside 
from the actual laser beam.  E series lasers also create heat in the 
laser head.  Since these units use heat sinks with fans to dissipate the 
heat, they can experience heat related issues if the heat sinks become 
clogged.  The best way to avoid this is to prevent dust and debris 
from getting into the units through use of filters and/or fume 
extractors.  Periodic use of a vacuum cleaner to clean the vents is 
helpful.  This is especially important in in industrial environments 
where use of pneumatic tools is prevalent, as the oil in the air can 
condense on heat sinks, increasing the amount of dust collected.



Lens cleaning.
The lens is the one part of the laser that needs routine periodic cleaning.  Gasses, vapors, 
and dust from the marking process often end up on the lens.  A dirty lens can adversely 
affect all or part of a mark.  2D matrix marks are particularly vulnerable to this.  



Trouble shooting.

Is the system ready to mark?

1) Laser enabled to mark? 
2) Program told to mark? 
3) Laser focused to mark?



Trouble shooting- 1) Laser enabled.

Is the Controller ready to mark?

• White emission light is on ?
• Green Shutter light on?
• Laser ready light on? 

• Shutter light is green when switch on front is open and 
safety on back is closed- (see next slide)



Trouble shooting – 1) laser enabled.

• Shutter enable
• Pin 1 and 3 jumped
• Shutter light green

• Laser enable
• Pin 1 and 2 jumped
• Laser enable green



Trouble shooting – 2) program enabled? 

Bottom of screen shows status

- Machine  =offline / online 
- connection = Laser / Simulation

- To mark = we need to be online
- To mark  = we need to show laser



Trouble shooting – 3) Laser focused? 

1. Laser marks when the beam is focused
2. Each lens has an optimal focal distance
3. Lens is marked f= 160

160mm lens  = 176mm focus
163mm lens = 185mm focus
254mm lens  = 296mm focus



Questions


